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HumasUPNVJ - UPN Veteran Jakarta Faculty of Medicine students again won an achievement. They won 1st place in
the PCC AMSC 2020 competition ( Pre-Conference Competition Asian Medical Students Conference ) scientific poster
category with the theme Trauma care: Same Problems with Different Solutions.

This competition is an annual competition held by the Asian Medical Student's Conference Association Indonesia
(AMSA-Indonesia) which is held online to recruit members who will become AMSA-Indonesia delegates at the
conference.

This competition was attended by students (AMSA members) from dozens of medical faculties in Indonesia. This year,
AMSC 2020 should have been held in London on June 29 - July 5, but due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the event has
been postponed until an uncertain time limit.

The teams that joined this competition included Annisa Nur Insani, Bunga Vidya Prajnanta, Goldy Natanael, Nitya
Fithra Salsabila Alhaque.

Annisa Nur Insani representing her team explained to UPNVJ Public Relations about the competition they participated
in, "In this competition we made a systematic review which was presented with poster media, the title of our work is:
CSF Biomarkers to Predict Injury Severity and Predicting Neurological Recovery in Human Traumatic Spinal Cord
Injury : A Systematic Review â€ . Obviously

In an online interview conducted with UPNVJ Public Relations, Annisa also explained how the process of carrying out
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this activity from the beginning and shared stories of ups and downs during the poster making process took place, "So
the process itself begins with brainstorming on the topic of discussion and also consulting with lecturers who are
experts." in the field of traumatology . The entire process of making a systematic review was carried out together via
online discussion . When finished, the last touch that is no less important is to embellish it with an attractive poster
design. As for the joys and sorrows, it was very early experience for us to take part in a scientific competition like this.
Certainly provides many lessons for us personally. At first it was quite sad because we couldn't do it face-to-face
because of the pandemic, but thanks to the support from friends, our enthusiasm didn't give up to continue this work
even though Svia was online.â€  Annisa said

"Hopefully this achievement will be a race and motivation for us personally and friends to be able to explore more
knowledge and continue to make other interesting and useful works." he continued
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